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Abstract. This paper proposes a novel Unified Feature Optimization
(UFO) paradigm for training and deploying deep models under realworld and large-scale scenarios, which requires a collection of multiple
AI functions. UFO aims to benefit each single task with a large-scale pretraining on all tasks. Compared with existing foundation models, UFO
has two points of emphasis, i.e., relatively smaller model size and NO
adaptation cost: 1) UFO squeezes a wide range of tasks into a moderatesized unified model in a multi-task learning manner and further trims
the model size when transferred to down-stream tasks. 2) UFO does not
emphasize transfer to novel tasks. Instead, it aims to make the trimmed
model dedicated for one or more already-seen task. To this end, it directly selects partial modules in the unified model, requiring completely
NO adaptation cost. With these two characteristics, UFO provides great
convenience for flexible deployment, while maintaining the benefits of
large-scale pretraining. A key merit of UFO is that the trimming process not only reduces the model size and inference consumption, but also
even improves the accuracy on certain tasks. Specifically, UFO considers the multi-task training and brings a two-fold impact on the unified
model: some closely-related tasks have mutual benefits, while some tasks
have conflicts against each other. UFO manages to reduce the conflicts
and preserve the mutual benefits through a novel Network Architecture
Search (NAS) method. Experiments on a wide range of deep representation learning tasks (i.e., face recognition, person re-identification, vehicle re-identification and product retrieval) show that the model trimmed
from UFO achieves higher accuracy than its single-task-trained counterpart and yet has smaller model size, validating the concept of UFO.
Besides, UFO also supported the release of 17 billion parameters computer vision (CV) foundation model which is the largest CV model in
the industry.
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Introduction

Training and deploying are two essential procedures for artificial intelligence (AI)
applications based on deep learning. A realistic AI system usually consists of
multiple tasks. The naive train-and-deploy strategy is to train a respective deep
model on each single sub-task for individual deployment. Given that some subtasks are actually correlated, this naive strategy wastes their mutual benefits.
A feasible approach to benefit individual tasks with the large-scale multi-task
data is the foundation model. In this paper, we refer the foundation model as
“a model that is trained on broad data at scale and can be adapted to a wide
range of downstream tasks”, according to [3]. However, foundation model has
some burden for deployment, e.g., it maintains the huge foundation model size
and requires additional adaptation costs when transferred to down-stream tasks.
This paper presents a novel train-and-deploy paradigm, named Unified Feature Optimization (UFO), to benefit down-stream tasks with large-scale multitask pretraining. Compared to foundation model, UFO has two different points
of emphasis, i.e., relatively smaller model size and NO adaptation cost. 1) Small
model size. UFO does not use a tremendous network. Instead, it squeezes a wide
range of tasks into a moderate-sized unified model, and further trims the model
size for down-stream applications, so that the inference will be more efficient.
2) No adaptation cost. UFO does not emphasize transferring to novel tasks. Instead, it aims to make the trimmed model dedicated for already-seen sub-tasks.
Without fine-tuning or prompt-based learning, UFO directly selects partial components from the already-learned unified model and thus requires completely no
adaptation cost.
With the advantages of small model size and no adaptation cost, UFO provides great convenience for flexible deployment while maintaining the benefits
of large-scale pretraining. Although the advantage of no adaptation cost is constrained to the already-seen sub-tasks, it does compromise great benefits for
realistic AI development. For example, in the smart city prototype, like visionbased smart city, the system needs the collaboration of face, body and car to
provide comprehensive understanding of the state of the city. Moreover, in spite
that UFO lays no emphasis on the mode of transferring to novel down-stream
tasks, it is compatible to this mode through existing foundation model techniques, which is not the major concern of this paper. Given their orthogonal
advantages, we believe UFO and foundation model can well co-operate with
each other to bring another wave of development.
As an early exploration, this paper presents the concept of UFO with focus on
deep representation learning, as shown in Fig. 1. Deep representation learning is
fundamental for a lot of AI applications, e.g., face recognition [2,24,7], person /
vehicle re-identification [19,19,18,22,17] and fine-grained image retrieval [26]. We
base our UFO on the vision transformer (ViT) [10] architecture. UFO first trains
a unified model (i.e., the supernet) on a variety of deep representation tasks in a
multi-task learning manner. Afterwards, UFO learns to trim the supernet to get
a dedicated sub-net for partial sub-tasks. Given a ViT backbone, the trimming
object can be sub-block of the transformer, attention heads and FFN channels
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Fig. 1. Overview of the UFO paradigm.

from coarse granularity to fine granularity, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Moreover,
UFO integrates another trimming strategy at the FFN path level. Following [12],
UFO uses multiple FFN paths in parallel when training the supernet and allows
trimming some FFN paths for down-stream tasks. Although these trimming
strategies are popular, UFO is the first to integrate them and thus provides
great trimming flexibility.
An important advantage of UFO is that the trimming process not only reduces the model size and inference consumption, but also improves the accuracy
on its dedicated sub-tasks. It is non-trivial because trimming the model (without
further fine-tuning) usually compromises the accuracy. To this end, UFO considers that the multi-task training brings two-fold impacts on the supernet. On
the one hand, some tasks are closely related to each other and thus have mutual
benefits. On the other hand, some tasks have significant divergence and thus
have mutual conflicts. During the trimming, UFO manages to reduce the conflicts and to preserve the mutual benefits through a novel Network Architecture
Search (NAS) method. Specifically, we design a search space for the UFO, which
first introduces FFN paths together with the supernet. Accordingly, we propose
an end-to-end training strategy for UFO, which is different from previous multistage approaches [4,20]. Meanwhile, we also propose a novel evaluation metric
for UFO, which is flexible to any requirements of practical application. Experiments on a wide range of deep representation learning tasks show that UFO
achieves higher accuracy with the smaller trimmed model than the single-tasktrained counterpart. It confirms that while UFO gains the additional advantage
of flexible deployment, it maintains the benefits of large-scale pretraining.
The contributions of the paper are summarized as follows:
– We propose a novel train-and-deploy paradigm, named Unified Feature Optimization (UFO), to benefit down-stream tasks with large-scale pretraining.
UFO emphasizes the advantage of small model size and no adaptation cost,
which significantly promotes flexible deployment.
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– We propose a novel trimming process in UFO, dedicated to preserve the
mutual benefits and discard the mutual conflicts from the multi-task unified
model by the proposed NAS method.
– We propose a novel evaluation metric to measure the correlations among
tasks, which provides basic and effective analyses for the trimming process.
– We experiment on 10+ benchmarks from face, person, vehicle and product.
Comprehensive analyses and extensive experiments clearly show the effectiveness of our UFO.

2

Related Work

The development of smart city has led to significant demand on the optimizations of multiple objectives to facility integrated solutions of diverse, real-world
problems. With an overall increase in number of models and tasks, significant
computing and inference cost are required for deploying specific models for specific tasks, especially deployed on embedded sensors or devices where computational and power resources may be limited. One way to solve this problem is the
development of foundation models, which refer to models trained from broad
data at scale that is capable of being adapted to a wide range of down-stream
tasks. Existing works try to overcome these challenges from the following two
aspects.
2.1

Training strategy

Tuning weights of different task losses is an effective method. Kendall et al. [23]
propose a principled approach to tune the weights of multiple loss functions by
considering the homoscedastic uncertainty of each task. Dynamic Task Prioritization [14] automatically prioritizes more difficult tasks by adaptively adjusting
the mixing weight of each task’s loss objective. Other works adopt gradientbased methods to combat the challenge. GradNorm [6] automatically balances
the training of different task losses in deep multi-task models by dynamically
tuning their gradient magnitudes. Sener et al. [37] explicitly cast multi-task
learning as gradient-based multi-objective optimization, with the overall objective of finding a Pareto optimal solution to minimizing all task losses. Based on
the observation that models with lower variance in the angles between task gradients perform better, Suteu et al. [40] propose a novel gradient regularization
of enforcing nearly orthogonal gradients. To avoid the interference of gradients
from different losses, PCGrad [43] projects a task’s gradient onto the normal
plane of the gradient of other tasks that have a conflicting gradient.
In contrast to these methods, our method designs a novel model structure,
which adaptively specifies correlations or conflicts among all tasks, and obtains
competitive results even with ordinary training strategy.
2.2

Model structure

Some works [11,34,29,13] adopts the manner of soft parameter sharing. They
allow each task to have separate model and parameters, but enforce each model
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can access the information inside other models by regularizers [11,34] or NASsearched structures [13].
Other works [31,33,39,30] use a shared part of backbone parameters with
task-specific modules, which is called hard parameter sharing. The first five convolutional layers are shared and task-specific fully-connected layers are used for
each task in the method of Deep Relationship Networks[31]. Lu et al. [33] starts
with a thin network and dynamically grows it during the training phase by creating new branches for tasks. Besides the area of computer vision, [39,30] use
shared encoders with task-specific layers across multiple NLP tasks.
Beyond the two kind of ways, Task-MOE [25] proposes an architecture which
combines both the shared and task-specific modules for multi-task learning.
Specifically, it shares the Self-Attention modules and selects task-specific FFN
modules based on a task-level router.
All these works consider adding components by encouraging the information
interaction between single tasks or introducing task-specific modules, but miss
the idea of reducing modules. By contrast, we extract subnet by reducing incompatible weights and keeping complementary weights from a surpernet. Similar
to Task-MOE, our method also adopts task-level routers to select specific FFNs.
However, our method extracts the most suitable sub-weights of Self-Attention
for each task, while Task-MOE share the complete one among all tasks.

3

Methodology

UFO consists of two steps, i.e., training a multi-task supernet, and extracting
a dedicated sub-network for down-stream task deployment. Under this novel
training and deploying paradigm, UFO aims to preserve the mutual benefit of
multi-task pretraining and remove the mutual conflict between different tasks.
To this end, we employ a Neural Architecture Search (NAS) method to search
for the sub-network from the supernet. Specifically, we introduce the architecture of UFO supernet as well as its search space in Section 3.1. We note that
different from the search space for single task, the UFO search space is to accommodate multiple sub-networks for various downstream tasks. Given the architecture of UFO supernet, Section 3.2 explains how to train the supernet on
all the tasks in a multi-task learning manner. Finally, Section 3.3 elaborates on
learning the sub-network extraction based on NAS. It allows UFO to directly
extract a corresponding sub-network through architecture prediction, given the
desired down-stream tasks (as well as the model size and inference speed).
3.1

The architecture and search space of UFO supernet

As shown in figure 1 , we base the UFO supernet on the vision transformer (ViT).
Since the sub-network selects partial modules from the supernet and inherits
the corresponding parameters during the deployment, it is important that the
supernet provides a large space for searching and extracting the sub-networks.
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Prior transformer-based NAS usually provides three searching directions, i.e.,
elastic depths, elastic attention heads and elastic expansion ratios of the Feed
Forward Networks (FFN) [25]. In addition to these commonly-used searching
directions, we introduce a novel search direction, i.e., flexible FFN paths. In
other words, UFO combines three commonly-used search directions and a novel
one, and thus provides a large searching space. Consequently, the sub networks
can reduce FFN paths, FFN weights, attention weights or even the whole sub
blocks of the vision transformer. We explain these searching directions in details
as below.
The architecture space is consisted with a set of architectures, and is denoted
as A = {a1 , a2 , · · · , ana }, na =|A|. Let H be set of head numbers and M be the
set of mlp ratios in FFN, where H = {h1 , h2 , · · · , hnh }, nh =|H| and M =
{m1 , m2 , · · · , mnm }, nm =|M|. Let T be the set of target tasks, where T =
{t1 , t2 , · · · , tnt }, nt =|T |. Let G be the set of gate choice of FFN paths, where
G = {g0 , g1 , · · · , gng }, ng =|G|. Finally, let D={0,1} be the set of drop choice to
denote whether the entire layer will be dropped. Then, the search space A can be
denoted as follows: A = {[[h1 , m1 , g1 , d1 ], [h2 , m2 , g2 , d2 ], · · · , [hl , ml , gl , dl ]], hi ∈
H, mi ∈ M, gi ⊆G, di ∈ D, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , l}}, where l is the numbers of layers. In
summary, G determines the FFN paths of different tasks of T . Furthermore, H
and M determine the model size of different sub networks. Besides, D controls
the depth of sub networks to further reduce the model size.
Given the input xti of task t, an arch a is sampled from A, and then the
consecutive blocks of the arch are computed as:
  \begin {array}{l} \hat {\textbf {x}}_{i}^t = d_l * \text {MHSA}(\text {LN}(\textbf {x}_{i}^t), h_l)+ \textbf {x}_{i}^t\\ \textbf {x}_{i+1}^t = d_l * \text {FFNs}(\text {LN}(\hat {\textbf {x}}_{i}^t), m_i, g_i^t) + \hat {\textbf {x}}_{i}^t \\ \end {array} 

3.2

(1)

Multi-task training of the UFO supernet

In this subsection, we will describe how to train multi-task supernet. As shown
in subsection 3.1, the supernet in UFO is quite different from other single-task
supernets. Accordingly, the training strategy of UFO is also different in two
aspects of sub-network sampling and data sampling.
Sub-network sampling. The sub-network sampling is involved with the sampling of (ml , hl , dl , gl ). Similar to weight entanglement mechanism [5], the weights
of the arch a are shared with the weight of supernet for their common parts with
respect to the sampling of ml and gl . However, as the supernet do not have FFNpaths in the existing training strategies [5,20,41], there are serious competitions
among shared attention weights. Thus, their supernet has to be trained in a
step-by-step way. In the UFO, the FFN-paths relieve the competition of shared
attention. Thus, the UFO can be trained in an end-to-end way.
However, the supernet is hard to converge if we directly sample sub-networks
from A with respect to gl , because the total number of FFN paths is |T |×(2|G| −
1)l . Thus, we set constraint for the path gate of each task, where each task in T
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only has 3 choices for each layer, i.e. shared FFN only, task specific FFN only
or both. To be specific, we use gumbel-softmax on learn-able gate weights to
sample probability distribution for task t. Thus, the output of FFNs (we ignore
layer/block idx i) can be defined as:
  \begin {array}{l} \text {FFNs}(\cdot ) = p^t[0] \text {FFN}_{shared}(\cdot ) + p^t[1] \xt {\text {FFN}_{task-specific}^t(\cdot )} \\ \end {array} 

(2)

After training, the learned gate weights determine the single choice of gates
by argmax or choose both gates. In this way, the total number of FFN paths is
reduced from |T | × (2|G| − 1)l to |T | × |3|l .
Data sampling There are five existing data sampling strategies in [1]. The
accumulating gradient strategy is the most promising among them. It accumulates gradients from all task data in one optimizer step, and can achieve better
optimization trade-off between different tasks than other methods, e.g. task-bytask and alternating methods. Inspire by the thought, we propose a similar but
different strategy of forming batch, and it is called heterogeneous batch type.
To be specific, we sample some data from all tasks of T to form a mini batch
with a weight roughly proportional to the size of the task datasets, respectively.
Then, these mini batch is concatenated into a batch data, which is feed into
the backbone. Next, the obtained features are separated and feed into |T | taskspecific head networks, each of which is responsible for the output of a task.
Finally, we calculate the loss of |T | tasks, sum it up for the shared transform
backbone network, and finish a backward step to obtain gradients, which are
used to update the shared parameters.
3.3

Extracting the sub-network for down-stream task deploying

In this subsection, we will introduce how to select optimal dedicated models
from supernet according to requirement of practical applications.
Our target is to find optimal architecture a of A under flops and parameter
constraints and the average performance is maximized.
Let ft (a) be the performance of architecture a on task t, ∀t ∈ T , ∀a ∈ A.
Then, let ft (a) be the performance of architecture a on task set t, ∀t ⊂ T ,
∀a ∈ A.
Except for the extreme performances for target tasks, we also care about the
generalized performances on other tasks. Thus, let avg_f (t, a) be the comprehensive performance of architecture on all tasks, where:
  avg\_f(\matr {t}, a) &= \lambda f_{\matr t}(a) + (1 - \lambda ) f_{\mathcal T \setminus \matr t}(a) \\ & = \lambda \sum _{t_1 \in \matr t}f_{t_1}(a) + (1-\lambda ) \sum _{t_2\in \mathcal T \setminus \matr t}f_{t_2}(a) \\ & ,\forall \matr {t} \subset \mathcal T, \forall a \in \mathcal A

(5)
λ is set to 1/|T | by default, and can be flexibly adjusted according to different
tasks.
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Algorithm 1: Multi-task Searching Algorithm (MSA)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Input: T , A, t;
Output: a_best;
Generate a sub set of architectures S from A, S ⊂ A.
Initialize performance predictors pre(a, t) for each task, ∀t ∈ T , ∀a ∈ A.
Initialize ready_f lag_t for each task, ∀t ∈ T .
for n = 1; n <= k; n + + do
Sample architectures from S.
for t ∈ T do
Train predictor of task t.
Calculate predicted architectures ranks of task t.
Calculate Kendall tau between ground truth ranks and predicted ranks
for task t, kd_t.
if kd_t >= thre_t then
ready_f lag_t = 1;
end
end
if ready_f lag_t == 1, ∀t ∈ T or n == k then
Calculate objective function of ORP for all architectures in S
according to Eq. 13.
Select best architecture a_best.
Return a_best.
end
end

Then, we can formulate as follows:

 \label {eq:pair_wise_formulation2_new} \text {max} \ \ & \lambda \sum _{t_1 \in \matr t}f_{t_1}(a) + (1-\lambda ) \sum _{t_2\in \mathcal T \setminus \matr t}f_{t_2}(a)\\ \text {s.t.} \ \ & a \in \mathcal A, \\ & flops(a) <= constraint\_flops \\ & parameters(a) <= constraint\_parameters

(9)

Nevertheless, as avg_f (t, a) has different metrics for different tasks which
can not be added directly, we use rank instead of performance.
Similarly, let rt (a) be the rank of performance of architecture a on task t,
∀t ∈ T , ∀a ∈ A. Then, let rt (a) be the rank of performance of architecture a on
task set t, ∀t ⊂ T , ∀a ∈ A.
Similarly, we also care about the generalized rank on other tasks. Accordingly, let avg_r(t, a) be the comprehensive rank of architecture on all tasks,
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where:
  avg\_r(\matr {t}, a) &= \lambda r_{\matr t}(a) + (1 - \lambda ) r_{\mathcal T \setminus \matr t}(a) \\ & = \lambda \sum _{t_1 \in \matr t}r_{t_1}(a) + (1-\lambda ) \sum _{t_2\in \mathcal T \setminus \matr t}r_{t_2}(a) \\ & ,\forall \matr {t} \subset \mathcal T, \forall a \in \mathcal A

(12)
Finally, we formulate the optimal rank problem (ORP) as follows:
 \label {obj_rank} \text {min} \ \
& \lambda \sum _{t_1 \in \matr t}r_{t_1}(a) + (1-\lambda ) \sum _{t_2\in \mathcal T \setminus \matr t}r_{t_2}(a) \\ \text {s.t.} \ \
& a \in \mathcal A, \\ & flops(a) <= constraint\_flops \\ & parameters(a) <= constraint\_parameters

(16)
Then, a multi-task searching algorithm (MSA) is proposed to solve the ORP.
Alogrithm 1 shows the pseudo code of MSA. As the search space is huge, we
first generate a sub set of architectures S from A, S ∈ A. Then, we sample
architectures from S to train task specific performance predictors separately
based on GP-NAS [27]. We utilize Kendall tau to measure the accuracy of the
predictors. When the predictors are all well trained, we calculate the objective
function of ORP for all architectures in S according to Eq. 13 and select best
architecture a_best. In the experiment section, we will evaluate the performance
of task specific predictors thoroughly.

4
4.1

Experiments
Settings

Training dataset MS1M-V3 (MS1M-RetinaFace) [15,9,8], Market1501-Train [44],
MSMT17-Train[42], Veri-776-Train [28], VehicleID-Train [28], VeriWild-Train [32]
and SOP-Train [36] are used as training dataset. The detailed information is
shown in table 1.
Table 1. Trainning Dataset
Tasks
Face
Person
Person
Vehicle
Vehicle
Vehicle
Products

Datesets
Img Number ID Number
MS1M-V3
5,179,510
93,431
Market1501-Train
12,936
751
MSMT17-Train
30,248
1,041
Veri-776-Train
37,778
576
VehicleID-Train
113,346
13,164
VeriWild-Train
277,797
30,671
SOP-Train
59,551
11,318
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Table 2. Test Dataset
Tasks
Face
Face
Face
Face
Face
Face
Person
Person
Vehicle
Vehicle
Vehicle
Products

Datesets
Img Number ID Number
LFW
12,000
CPLFW
12,000
CFP-FF
14,000
CFP-FP
14,000
CALFW
12,000
AGEDB-30
12,000
Market1501-Test
19,281
750
MSMT17-Test
93,820
3,060
Veri-776-Test
13,257
200
VehicleID-Test
19,777
2,400
VeriWild-Test
138,517
10,000
SOP-Test
60,502
11,316
Table 3. Training Configurations

Face/Person/Vehicle/Products
Input Size
256 × 256
Batch Size
1024/512/512/512
Augmentation
Flipping + Random Erasing + AutoAug
Model
ViT-base
Feature Dim
768
Loss
CosFace Loss/(CosFace Loss + Triplet Loss)*3
Optimizer
SGD
Init LR
0.2
LR scheduler
Warmup + Cosine LR
Iterations
100,000

(a) Person benchmarks

(b) Vehicle benchmarks

Fig. 2. Ranking correlation within tasks.

Test dataset Accordingly, we use LFW [21], CPLFW [45], CFP [38], CALFW [46],
AGEDB-30 [35], Market1501-Test [44], MSMT17-Test [42], Veri-776-Test [28],
VehicleID-Test [28], VeriWild-Test [32] and SOP-Test [36] as test dataset. The
detailed information is shown in table 2.
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(a) Face and Person

(b) Face and Vehicle

(c) Face and Products

(d) Person and Products

(e) Vechicle and Products

(f) Person and Vehicle

11

Fig. 3. Selected ranking correlation cross tasks

Seach space The search space is set as follows: H = {10, 11, 12}, M = {3, 3.5, 4},
T = {t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 }, G = {gshare , g1 , g2 , g3 , g4 } and the drop choices of the first 10
layers are all set to 1 and λ is set to 1/4. The subset size |S| is set to 10,0000 and
we sample 500 sub networks from S for training where each sampled sub network is evaluated on all benchmarks. The sampled networks and S are released
as one of the first multi-task NAS benchmark and has supported the performance prediction track of the second lightweight NAS challenge of CVPR 2022
(https://cvpr-nas.com/competition).
Sampling strategy We sample data from four tasks to form a batch, input
the batch to the shared transformer backbone network, and finally separate four
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(a) Ranking correlation between ground (b) Ranking correlation between ground
truth and prediction on MSMT17.
truth and prediction on SOP.

(c) Ranking correlation between ground (d) Ranking correlation between ground
truth and prediction on Market1501.
truth and prediction on VeriWild.
Fig. 4. Performance of task specific predictors on selected benchmarks.

head networks, each of which is responsible for the output of a task. The four
tasks separately calculate the loss and sum it up as the total loss.
Training configurations Because the input size and model structure used by
different tasks are quite different. From the model optimization level, the batch
size, learning rate and even the optimizer are all different. In order to facilitate
subsequent multi-task training, we first unify the model structure and optimization method of each task. In particular, we use transformer as the backbone
network. The unified configurations are shown in table 3.
Experiments with bigger backbones and with more dataset can be found in
https://github.com/PaddlePaddle/VIMER/tree/main/UFO.

4.2

Correlation within and cross tasks

As different benchmark has different metric, we utilize Kendall tau to measure
ranking correlation within and cross tasks. In this experiment, we have sampled
1000+ architectures from S with different reduced parameters and evaluated the
performance of each architecture on all benchmarks.
We first conduct experiment on person benchmarks and vehicle benchmarks.
As shown in figure 2, person benchmarks are highly correlated while, vehicle
benchmark are sightly correlated.
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Table 4. The impact of FFN paths.
Datasets

All shared

CALFW
CPLFW
Market1501
MSMT17
Veri-776
VehicleID
VeriWild
SOP
Flops reduction
relative to ViT-base
Param reduction
relative to ViT-base

95.86
93.53
88.19
60.08
86.11
86.27
68.43
86.64

UFO-Face
with
w/o
96.00 95.95
93.62 93.65
89.33 87.57
64.24 61.13
87.90 86.48
85.43 85.40
69.60 67.85
86.09 83.47

UFO-Person
with
w/o
96.02 95.92
93.62 93.37
89.44 87.62
64.84 61.38
88.03 86.50
87.00 85.46
69.72 67.92
86.19 83.50

UFO-SOP
with
w/o
95.90 95.92
93.30 93.37
89.44 87.62
64.66 61.38
87.95 86.50
86.41 85.46
69.69 67.92
86.24 83.53

0%

29.52% 27.38% 26.94% 27.38% 27.15% 27.38%

0%

29.39% 27.25% 26.88% 27.31% 26.88% 27.10%

Then, we conduct experiments on benchmarks between different tasks. As
shown in figure 3, the benchmark of face is sightly correlated to all other tasks.
While, certain benchmarks of person, vehicle and products are highly correlated.
4.3

The performances of task specific predictors

Figure 4 illustrates the performance of task specific predictors. In the experiment,
we sample 500 sub networks for training and 500+ sub networks (no overlap)
for testing where each sampled sub network is evaluated on all tasks. Then,
we measure the correlation between the predicted rankings and ground truth
rankings. As shown in the figure, the predictors are with very good accuracy.
4.4

The impact of FFN paths

As shown in table 4, FFN paths is of significant importance in multi-task learning, compared with all shared approach. The supernet with FFN paths can
significantly improve the performances. One possible explanation is that, FFN
paths relieve the competition of shared attention weights.

4.5

Compared with SOTA results

In this subsection, we compare UFO with previous SOTA results 1 on 10 benchmarks, that are SOTA results on CALFW [2], CPLFW [24], CFP-FF [7], Market1501 [19], MSMT17 [18], Veri-776 [22], VehicleID [17], VeriWild [17] and
SOP [26]. As shown in table 5, UFO reaches SOTA result on CFP-FF and creates
4 new SOTA results on CPLFW, Veri-776, VehicleID and SOP. We can averagely reduce 51.08% flops and 42.34% parameters (relative to supernet). Besides,
1

without rerank strategy and external data from https://paperswithcode.com/
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Table 5. Compared with SOTA results
SOTA
CALFW
CPLFW
CFP-FF
Market1501
MSMT17
Veri-776
VehicleID
VeriWild
SOP
Flops reduction
relative to ViT-base
Param reduction
relative to ViT-base
Flops reduction
relative to supernet
Param reduction
relative to supernet

96.20
93.37
99.89
91.50
69.40
87.10
80.50
77.30
85.90

UFO for UFO for UFO for UFO for UFO for
CPLFW CFP-FF Veri776 VehicleID SOP
95.78
95.98
95.95
95.83
95.95
93.65
93.40
93.60
93.47
93.63
99.87
99.89
99.83
99.86
99.86
89.45
89.52
89.46
89.51
89.50
64.84
64.86
64.87
65.03
65.06
88.03
88.01
88.18
88.09
88.06
85.26
86.32
86.18
87.04
86.44
69.74
69.71
69.73
69.82
69.74
86.19
86.22
86.21
86.25
86.39

-

18.90% 25.00% 11.50%

20.00%

24.00%

-

17.60% 23.90% 10.30%

18.90%

22.80%

-

50.84% 54.54% 46.36%

51.51%

53.93%

-

41.97% 46.40% 36.83%

42.88%

45.63%

we also compare UFO against two recent state-of-the-art multi-task methods,
i.e., Switch Transformers [12] and DSelect-k [16] (based on their publicly available code). Our UFO surpasses Switch Transformers/DSelect-k by 1.28/1.05%
(CALFW), 1.61/1.30% (CPLFW), 0.29/0.25% (CFP-FF), 1.43/0.98% (Market1501), 1.79/2.18% (MSMT17), 5.39/6.27% (Veri-776), 6.28/6.47% (VehicleID),
12.32/12.57% (VeriWild), 0.03/0.62% (SOP), respectively.

5

Conclusions

This paper proposes a novel train-and-deploy paradigm named Unified Feature
Optimization (UFO) to benefit down-stream tasks with large-scale pretraining.
UFO maintains the benefit of large-scale pretraining and provides high convenience for flexible deployment: it transfers the multi-task trained supernet to
a dedicated model for any already-seen sub-tasks without no adaptation cost
and reduces the model size during adaptation. On deep representation learning
tasks, we explore an early prototype of UFO based on Vision Transformer (ViT)
and Neural Architecture Search (NAS) techniques. Specifically, UFO integrates
multiple trimming strategies to enhance the trimming flexibility for ViT and employs a novel performance-ranking based method for NAS. Experimental results
show that the sub-model trimmed from supernet surpasses its single-task-trained
counterpart and has smaller model size. That being said, we also note that the
accuracy improvement and the size reduction is still marginal and call for more
efforts from the research community to explore UFO. Besides, UFO also supported the release of 17 billion parameters computer vision (CV) foundation
model which is the largest CV model in the industry.

UFO: Unified Feature Optimization
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